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groups of invaders, Huns, Scythians, and Turks, frontiers-
men who have given new energy to China, and have driven
the aborigines, Miao and others, ever southward.
Thus China of to-day is very intimately related to the
peoples on her borders, and her rulers have largely come
from them. They have conquered only to be absorbed,
and have adopted Chinese culture even as they gave it new
vigour and brought out its characteristic genius. Possibly
the relative positions of these peoples is still very much
what it was at the dawn of history—from east to west
Koreans, Manchus, Turco - Mongols, Turco - Tibetans,
Mongols, Tibetans. The whole of the left bank of the
Yellow River was for long controlled by various tribes of
such 'Tartars', and the theatre of early Chinese history is
small, and subject to inroads from all sides.
The great territory between the Yellow River and the
Great Wall was almost entirely outside this area. Into it
they slowly moved from north and east, themselves gradu-
ally changing from nomadic to settled life* 'If the Tartar
is a nomad Chinese, the Chinese is a settled Tartar,' says
Okakura Kakuzo, who has written so brilliantly of the
unity of Asia. Yet the Chinese people had a long start in
civilization, and we may picture them at the dawn of his-
tory—as they have pictured themselves ever since—a civil-
ized group surrounded by barbarians gradually debouch-
ing upon the plains of the Yellow River, learning to clear
their fields by fire and to irrigate them, improving their
agricultural methods, and cultivating rice as well as millet.
Marcel Granet in fact, while declaring that 'the problem
of Chinese origins remains entirely unsolved', finds in the
earliest texts evidences of this taming of nature and of the
assimilation of small tribes of more primitive peoples, and
suggests that in the mingling of the terrace-people, who
cultivated and worshipped mulet, with the plainsmen who
cultivated rice, may be found the rise of a truly Chinese
civilization: "The first may have contributed the influences
of the steppe and the second those of the sea'.
If so, we have in primitive China as in primitive Japan

